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Foreword
“Dimitri Mitropoulos was asked if he could explain the extraordinary effect his
conducting had on orchestra and audience alike, and he answered that he wouldn’t even
try to explain it, for fear that he might become like the centipede who was asked by a
humble little bug which of his hundred legs moved first when he walked. The centipede,
responding to the admiration with immense pride, began to analyze the question, and has
not walked since.”
This excerpt is from Madeleine L’Engle’s book A Circle of Quiet. In the same chapter as
this quote, she explains how when Beethoven performed his sonatas and was
immediately asked what his sonatas meant, he simply sat down and played them once
more. What L’Engle is trying to get at is if one could truly explain their art, there would
have been no reason to create the art in the first place. In response to Mitropoulos’ quote
she says, “we’re apt to get tangled up in legs when we begin to analyze the creative
process.”
Throughout the process of creating this album I have embedded a lot of myself into the
project. So much of it has become inherently who I am that I feel as if I have become too
close to it. This is the first creative project that I have ever completed to this caliber, and
the first collection of musical works that is thoroughly mine. Putting it into words doesn’t
seem to do it justice. Analysis can only do so much in describing the nuances of art. In
the following paper I will do my best to not get “tangled up in legs,” but to convey the
foundational work that I find important to know about “Kettleridge.”
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I Was Lost (in Your Eyes)
Written By John Gray; Arranged by John Gray, Bailey Warren, and Danny Tucker
[Instrumental]
I was lost, in your eyes
I was lost
I was lost, in your eyes
I was lost
Blue eyed love
Blue eyed love
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“I Was Lost” was inspired by “Falling In And Out of Love” written by Pure
Prairie League off their record “Bustin Out.” “Falling In And Out of Love” serves as a
prelude to their song “Amie.” While it proceeds “Amie” on the record, it was written
from a retrospective point of view. The same goes for “I Was Lost (in Your Eyes);” it is
the prelude to “Blue Eyed Love.” Similar to “Falling In And Out of Love” borrowing
motifs and direct lyrics from “Amie” to connect the two songs, we borrow lyrics and
chord progressions from “Blue Eyed Love.”
Band member John Gray wrote “Blue Eyed Love” during a relationship that
eventually ended. Inspired by the Pure Prairie League song, he began experimenting with
some of the chord progressions from “Blue Eyed Love.” What resulted was an
instrumental built off of the chord structure and musical motifs of “Blue Eyed Love.” We
debated whether or not to include lyrics to highlight the connection. We decided to
include one phrase that directly connects the two. We altered the lyric “I’m lost in your
eyes, blue eyed love” into “I was lost in your eyes, blue eyed love.”
We wanted a loose structure for the arrangement of the song. The entire song is a
collective improvisation. The only melody is the ending vocal. The rest was improvised
and will probably be performed differently each time. Our only direction was to follow
the chord structure and to leave space in the musical texture. The final product was a
collection of our own melodic interpretations that enhance each individual part.
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Blue Eyed Love
Written by John Gray and Bradley Crow
Gone away, coming back home
Lost into a silver song and lost into your eyes
Blue eyed love
Flyin high, high above
On a blue ridge morn the sun will rise
Coming down into your eyes
Blue eyed love
Then I’m gone or I'm leaving
For to come back home again
Then I'll hold you in my arms my love
Till I'm lost in your eyes
Oh I’m lost in your eyes
Blue eyed love
[Instrumental]
Love as strong as the trees
A tune old as time, sweet as the breeze
Blown across your beautiful face
Blue eyed love
When we sing sweet harmonies
I'll hear your love like an angel’s band
In your beautiful voice
Blue eyed love
Then I’m gone or I’m leaving
For to come back home again
Then I'll hold you in my arms my love
Till I’m lost in your eyes
Oh I’m lost in your eyes
Oh I’m lost in your eyes
Blue eyed love
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“Blue Eyed Love” is a classic love song about long distance relationships. The
song details the sweet and fleeting moments of being with your love when you know that
your time together is limited. The protagonist is itinerant, either “gone or I’m leaving.”
As a songwriter it is important to show the listener something rather than tell them; you
want them to come to conclusions on their own. The idea of either being gone or leaving
implies the idea of fleeting time.
In the verses, imagery is used to explain the sweetness and strength of the love
that makes leaving difficult. While the song is energized and uplifting, there are negative
undertones in the narrative. There is a sense of movement, as if the protagonist is never
where their feet are, always longing to be with their love and never investing in their own
life. The first lyric is “gone away, coming back home” implying that home is where his
love is, but if the protagonist’s roots are not where his love is, is it fair to call them their
home?
“Blue Eyed Love” is the song off of “Kettleridge” that is most influenced by
traditional bluegrass music. The energy is high, the tempo is fast, the bass is hitting a
strong downbeat, the mandolin is hitting a strong backbeat, and all the proper bluegrass
elements are there. One of my favorite aspects of this song is the allusion to The Stanley
Brothers’ song “Angel Band” in the lyric “I’ll hear your love like an angel’s band.” It is
common in many bluegrass songs to allude to something explicitly “bluegrass,” which is
usually a good indicator that the artist is well versed in the genre. I hope “Blue Eyed
Love” will leave that impression not just through this lyric, but through the song’s
sentiment and our musical stylings.
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Promised Land
Written by John Gray and Bradley Crow
She keeps me going
Like nobody’s ever known it
And my love for her keeps rolling
Like this song that I play
He keeps me going
Like nobody’s ever shown it
And my love for him keeps rolling
Like this song that I sing
If the stars cease to shine
And the moon to rise
Our love won’t follow the tide
Here I stand
On this my promised land
To say I love you again
[Instrumental]
As he’s going
Still my love for him keeps growing
Stronger each and every moment
As he slowly rests in peace
As I’m going
My love for you has kept me holding
On to life and you should know
No one could’ve ever loved you more
As the stars cease to shine
And the moon to rise
I’ll be with you in time
There you are
With half of my heart
I’m patiently waiting for you
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I’m patiently waiting for you, oh
Ooooo x2
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“Promised Land” is sung as a duet between banjoist/vocalist John Gray and I.
Gray wrote the song based on his grandparent’s love story and was musically inspired by
Jackson Browne’s “These Days.” He was particularly intrigued by the song’s chord
progression, specifically the song’s slowly paced walkdown. The ebb and flow of the
song is similar to that of “These Days,” however, we took more of an Americana roots
approach with the incorporation of banjo and fiddle.
As a duet, Gray personifies his grandfather, and I his grandmother, as we alternate
taking the lead on the verses. The song begins with the man and woman expressing their
intense love for one another in the first verses. In the first chorus they proclaim that “if
the stars cease to shine, or the moon to rise, our love won’t follow the tide,” meaning
their love for one another will never cease. In the third and fourth verses, it becomes clear
that the man is dying, while, despite the circumstances, the woman’s love for him
continues to grow. The man then sings to her that she has continued to give him life even
as he is dying. In the final chorus, they are proclaiming that as the stars are actually
ceasing and the moon will no longer rise for the man, they will still be together again, but
he will take half of the woman’s heart with him onto his next life.
Even as I sit here writing this lyrical analysis I am beginning to tear up. The
words are so poetically written. The message is meant to shine above any intricacies of
the instrumental parts, for we purposefully wanted our arrangement and individual parts
to only enhance the message, not take anything away. The instrumental fills between
lyrical phrases are meant to dance around the words in an unobtrusive way.
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I think it is important to end with the story of Gray’s grandparents, for knowing
the truth behind the song and the love that came out of it makes it that much more
powerful. Gray’s grandparents were living in Germany in the late 60s; his grandfather
was stationed there in the war. His Grandmother became pregnant with Gray’s father
while they were overseas. Quickly after Gray’s dad was born in Germany, his grandfather
was diagnosed with lung cancer. The family was flown to D.C. for his grandfather to
receive medical care, and he died within the year. Gray’s father was only two when his
dad passed away, and in his grandmother’s retelling of the story she says their love grew
stronger and they became closer than ever before as her husband slowly lost his life.
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If I Go
Written by John Gray, Bailey Warren, and Bradley Crow
Early morning skyline on a big ole city high rise
As I sip a cup of coffee and read the morning news
Cobblestones beneath me and I feel the city’s heartbeat
People say it’s busy but it brings life to me
If I go
If I go
The early morning pines for a late mountain sunrise
Drinking sassafras tea as I walk along the ridge
The chestnut trees above me, they sway so peacefully
A calmness in the breeze that brings life to me
If I go
If I go
Will the stars in the sky light up like the do back east
Will the blinding city lights or the darkness of a country night
Take them away
If I leave here tomorrow, this place will still follow me
Oh, anywhere I go, the other will remind me of peace
[Instrumental]
If I go
If I go
Will the stars in the sky light up like the do back east
Will the blinding city lights or the darkness of a country night
Take them away
If I leave here tomorrow, this place will still follow me
Oh, anywhere I go, the other will remind me of peace
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“If I Go” was inspired by the feeling of being torn between the country and the
city. John Gray, Bradley Crow, and I sat down to write this tune after Gray expressed to
us his feeling of constantly wanting to be where he was not. When he is at his childhood
home in the Shenandoah mountains of Virginia, he misses the bustle of the city; when he
is in Nashville, he misses the simple life of the countryside.
We chose an interesting form for the song, for it is not in the common
verse/chorus form of most popular music. We wanted to intro the song with the
juxtaposition of life in the city versus life in the country. We mirrored the language
between verse one and verse two, but made each one specific to the scene we were
setting. He drinks coffee in the city and sassafras tea in the country. He watches the
sunrise on a “big ole city highrise,” but “pines for a late mountain sunrise” in the country.
He feels the cobblestones beneath him in the city and sees the chestnut trees above him in
the country. But regardless of where he is, they both “bring life” to him.
We saved the chorus for the end of the song, where we repeat it twice, divided
between an instrumental section. By doing this, we establish the tentative nature and
uncertainty of the pre-chorus “If I go, If I go” without any resolution or answer as to
which is the right choice. At this point in the song, he has no understanding of what will
ultimately happen if he was to leave one place or the other. Once the chorus is reached, it
becomes clear that there is no right choice, for “anywhere [he] goes, the other will remind
[him] of peace.”
The song itself was inspired by The Slocan Ramblers’ song “Mighty Hard Road.”
At first listen it would be difficult to really see where the influence resonantes in “If I
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Go,” for “Mighty Hard Road” is based much more in traditional old-time music, while
we went a more Americana roots route. What we really wanted to draw from this song is
the reoccurring, catchy instrumental lick that is played after each stanza. Another
similarity can be drawn from The Slocan Ramblers’ repetition of “It’s a mighty hard
road, It’s a mighty hard road,” similar to “If I go, If I go.”
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Steam Whistle
Written by Bailey Warren and John Gray
[Instrumental]
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I wrote this fiddle tune after hearing the progressive, old-time tune “Abbzug”
written and performed by the group Hawktail. The tune is just as traditional as it is
progressive. The melody has a deep rooted grit and sass to it that I tried to emulate in the
melody of “Steam Whistle.” The groove of “Abbzug” is infectious and can translate at
both slow and fast tempos. Hawktail performs the tune at a slow pace and gradually
increases tempo until it's at a driving speed. I don’t do quite the same thing with “Steam
Whistle,” but I wanted to introduce the melody as a slower, out of time version before
kicking it into high gear.
Another aspect of “Abbzug” that I pulled from is the form and multiple band
moments. Typically, old-time and bluegrass tunes only have an A section and a B section
that repeat while the band members take turns improvising over the form. In “Steam
Whistle,” I wanted the melody to lead somewhere new, like how in “Abbzug” once the
tempo kicks into high gear they introduce a new musical idea in a C section. “Steam
Whistle” doesn’t have a distinct C section, but rather a “B prime” section (I refer to it as a
C section on the number chart for simplicity's sake), indicating that the melody is similar
enough to the original B section, but strays enough away from it to be considered
something new.
What I mean by including “band moments” is that there are quite a few times in
the song where we collectively execute a musical or rhythmic idea together. This gives
the tune more variety between the repeating A and B sections. A few examples of this
would be the triplet motive that occurs in the second half of the second B section and the
offbeat hits at the end of the first C section (both indicated on the number chart).
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As It Was
Written by John Gray and Danny Tucker
She looked over the mountain side
A river rushing far and wide
After all these years she stayed
Even time couldn’t take it away
Oh x2
The memories flow like the current
Swiftly they come with assurance
She follows it grows bigger
As she returns down river
Oh x4
[Instrumental]
As time runs its course
Age to age her love pours
She rests with love’s content because
Everything is as it was
Oh x4
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“As It Was” encompasses the feeling of things staying constant as you grow older
and the peace that comes amidst uncertainty. I think this song has a beautiful message,
and the words Danny and Gray used to describe this feeling leaves room for people to
apply their own experiences and own interpretation of the song’s sentiment.
A fictional woman personifies this emotion. The first verse refers to nature,
specifically, being a constant for her. As she gets older and life feels like it is moving too
fast, she can return to the mountains because “time [can’t] take it away.”
Verse two follows her train of thought. As she is returning to a place that is
familiar to her, memories of the past are rushing back to her. They assure her that
everything is “as it was.” This feeling of safety and peace “grows bigger as she returns
down river.” Meaning, she is comforted as she returns to a place that has been a constant
in her life. A place that she knows will always be the same despite change in her personal
life.
The final verse is a resolution. She has come to terms with where she is. As she
has grown older and continued to pour out love into different places and into different
people, she can be content with where she has been and where she is going because
“everything is as it was.”
While many people can relate to this concept at different stages in life, it was
written from the perspective of someone leaving home for the first time. This song came
about around the time when Danny and Gray were leaving their homes in Virginia to
move to Nashville. Upon returning home for the summer, they were washed over with a
sense of peace and belonging, as if nothing had changed since they left.
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“As It Was” was written more as a poem than as a song, for there isn’t really a
chorus. The verses tell the story without the need for a reoccurring statement. If there had
been a chorus, I think it would have made the song too literal and would have deterred
people from using their own experiences to come to a conclusion about the song.
We were heavily influenced by the “stomp, clap” style of Mumford and Sons in
the arrangement, using a kick drum and foot tambourine. “As It Was” also heavily
features the mountain dulcimer, which contributes to the “down home” feel of the song.
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Tip of the Iceberg
Written by John Gray and Anna Zahurancik
Driving down Virginia on a Sunday afternoon
My only prerogative is to kiss you under the moon
Time isn’t a factor if I get to see you
I watch the hills roll by and I know I’ll get there soon
It’s the tip of the iceberg
It’s our first honeymoon
Anticipation is waiting to see you
How far are we gonna go
Will we ever know?
It’s the tip of the iceberg
[Instrumental]
Walkin’ through a vineyard with blackberry wine
I’ll stop to admire you cause you look so divine
In my dreams I hold you, and I whisper you’re mine
Luckily reality comes and follows close behind
It’s the tip of the iceberg
It’s our first honeymoon
Anticipation is waiting to see you
How far are we gonna go
Will we ever know?
It’s the tip of the iceberg
[Instrumental]
It’s the tip of the iceberg x2
Tip of the iceberg x2
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“Tip of the Iceberg” is simple and sweet. There aren’t any bells or whistles, just a
good groove and a good story. We released this particular song as a single off the record
because of the relateable and “commercial” nature of the tune. This is a song that could
be covered by a pop band and still translate well. There isn’t much to analyze musically,
for the same chord progression is repeated throughout the whole song. In order to
maintain interest through the song, we worked to create individual parts that are clean,
genuine, and earnest that slowly build to the final post-chorus and outro.
The term “Tip of the Iceberg” is being used here to describe a feeling of “this is
just the beginning.” The metaphor is being used to describe the beginning of a
relationship, the tip of the iceberg, that feels like it is the start of something much bigger,
the giant structure that lies beneath the surface.
The narrative of the verses describes sweet moments the couple has had together
and the feeling of longing as they meet each other after a long period of distance. In the
chorus, “it’s our first honeymoon” refers to both the “honeymoon” phase at the beginning
of their relationship and also a literal sense of their trips and adventures together being
like the first of many “honeymoons.” The line “how far are we gonna go, will we ever
know” refers back to the metaphor that what we see of the iceberg is just the tip, while a
giant structure lies beneath the surface. The narrator is implying that their love is so great
that they may never know the depths at which it will take the two of them.
The repetition of “it’s the tip of the iceberg” throughout the song is intentional, in
that it is a constant affirmation of the song’s sentiment. The narrator is reaffirming his
certainty that this is just the start of something much greater than the both of them.
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See You in Seattle
Written by Danny Tucker
It’s been a while since you moved out
But I still see you in this town
No, I can’t say it’s been fair to me
Just another time that you had to leave me lonely
So I guess I’ll see you in Seattle
It’s the furthest place I’ll get from your memory
I’ll keep fighting this uphill battle
Cause it's better than the heartache you left me
Saw it coming from a mile away
Don’t think that could help me with the pain
Now I’m surrounded by these thoughts of us
But their making it hard to breathe like a cloud of dust
So I guess I'll see you in Seattle
It’s the furthest place I’ll get from your memory
I’ll keep fighting this uphill battle
Cause it’s better than the heartache you left me
[Instrumental]
So I guess I’ll see you in Seattle
It’s the furthest place I’ll get from your memory
I’ll keep fighting this uphill battle
Cause it’s better than the heartache you left me
So I guess I'll see you in Seattle
It’s the furthest place I’ll get from your memory
Oh, I’ll keep fighting this uphill battle
Cause it’s better than the heartache you left me
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Similar to “Tip of the Iceberg,” this song is much more “commercial,” in that it
has less bluegrass influences and more Americana/folk roots. The intro is my favorite
part of the whole tune; the catchy banjo lick paired with the legato arco bass part is both
articulate and melodious. This is true for the whole song. The banjo drives the groove and
adds flourishes of rhythmic fills while the vocal harmonies, fiddle, and bass parts create a
sweeping sensation over the entire song. Danny’s voice is rich and full which only adds
to the overall “lushness” of the song.
I would venture to say this song has elements of a country ballad. “See You in
Seattle” is missing the “twang” of a typical country love song, but otherwise I feel that
there are many elements reminiscent of this genre that are apparent. I could easily see
Josh Turner doing a country rendition of this song and it would work perfectly.
“See You in Seattle” tells the all too familiar story of love lost by two people
because their paths have diverged. The love interest has moved to Seattle from her
hometown, deciding it best to not continue the relationship. The narrator explains how it's
been a while since they have ended their relationship, but time hasn’t made it any easier,
for he still “[sees her] in this town.” In the second verse he says how he, and most likely
both of them, saw this coming from a mile away. They knew she was inevitably going to
have to leave, but that didn’t make the breakup any easier.
The first line of the chorus “so I guess I’ll see you in Seattle, it’s the furthest place
I’ll get from your memory” means that seeing her in Seattle is the only way to silence the
surrounding thoughts of them. He will continue to see her and make her a priority even
just as friends. He will continue to love her and hold onto their memories, because
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knowing her, being around her, and continuing to remember their love, whether they are
still together or not, is easier for him. He would rather fight the “uphill battle” and hold
on to the potential of reuniting than just accept the heartbreak that she has left him with.
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Kettleridge
Written by John Gray; Arranged by John Gray, Bailey Warren, Danny Tucker, and Andy
Byrd
[Instrumental]
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“Kettleridge” is our attempt at creating a “chamber folk” piece similar to that of
The Goat Rodeo Sessions, The Arcadian Wild, or The Punch Brothers. The title
“Kettleridge” was chosen intentionally, rooted in the imagery it provides for us. A kettle
refers to a group of migrating hawks, which are often visible from Gray’s family’s cabin
in the Shenandoah mountains. The cabin is also nestled right next to a mountain ridge,
hence the naming of the family’s cabin as “Kettleridge.” In writing this song, Gray held
onto this feeling of watching the kettles of hawk drift above his family’s home in the
mountains. After a writing retreat that we as a band took to the cabin, Danny and I
immediately were able to understand the inspiration for the tune. We had been wrestling
with what to name this tune and weren’t sold on “Kettleridge” until we saw the view for
ourselves. It was perfect. The song and imagery resonated with us so much that we knew
it would have to be the title track to our record.
This song is a little risky for us. It is unlike anything else we write or perform. In
trying to emulate the musical stylings of Chris Thile in particular, writing a song like this
feels very vulnerable. As a very new band, it is easy to not want to take risks, but we have
tried to push ourselves to believe in the work we have done. It is difficult not to compare
this tune to compositions of those we admire. It is easy to think that what we were trying
to do has not translated well enough or has not reached a certain caliber of “intellectual”
music. But we continue to believe in it, and that is what has kept us true to ourselves.
I like to think of this song as a theme and variations. The opening melodic phrase
is repeated multiple times throughout the tune, but in different ways and with different
accompaniment. If you look at the number chart for “Kettleridge,” you will see that Gray
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had a lot of fun writing this one. He went all over the place with time signatures and
phrasings, but in the best way possible. While Gray wrote the foundational melody for
the tune, bringing it to life was very much a collaborative process that came about
through arranging it.
Perhaps the most difficult part to execute and definitely the most difficult part to
arrange in this tune is the round that occurs in the second A section. The round starts with
fiddle playing the melody; then the bass comes in on the third beat of bar one. However,
the second time the round occurs, the bass starts the round and the fiddle comes in on the
second beat of bar one. The same is true for when the guitar and dulcimer take the round,
with the dulcimer starting the third time and the guitar the fourth.
This song is meant to be a continuous build. Each time the A part comes around,
there is more happening melodically and rhythmically. The same goes for the B sections,
especially the extended B section that allows for even more momentum to be gained
before entering the final A section.
Perhaps our favorite part of this tune is the end. We build the sound in the final B
section, gaining momentum to what should be a huge ending. Instead, we drop down to
the quietest volume of the entire tune. This drastic change in volume should act as a
punch to the listener and was intended to be unexpected, completing the album with the
slightest bit of hesitation.
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Reflection
I am grateful to have had the opportunity to not only create an album from start to finish,
but to be continuously developing a musical group from the ground up. This artist project
has gone far beyond the classroom. It all started with a Kickstarter to fund the making of
the album. So much had to be thought out in creating a budget, choosing engineers,
creating incentives, designing merchandise, and promoting the Kickstarter. In the end we
raised over $7,000, which surpassed our goal of $5,000. However, when it was all said in
done, we still went over budget $2,472. But, that is okay. We learned so much through
this process, and having to each contribute $824 out of our own pockets for a completed
album was well worth it to us.
I’ve had to kill my ego a bit through this process. We ended up choosing an engineer that
wasn’t necessarily the best fit for us, and because of that there were a few things that fell
through the cracks. I have learned that in order to be satisfied with my work, I need to be
very involved in the editing process of an album. This has been my biggest take away
from this process. Since I was not aware of this going into recording and post-production,
there are many of my fiddle parts that don’t sit well with me. They aren’t necessarily
wrong, but nor are they what I wanted. It is hard for me to listen to the album without my
ego pestering me about what I could’ve done differently. This often takes away from
everything we have done that I am proud of. I'm continuing to learn to be okay with what
it is and what it has become through this process. As a band, DownRiver Collective now
has a completed, debut album that meets, or is above, most standards. That is huge.
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This process has been over a year long, from writing and arranging, funding the album,
tracking, editing, mixing, mastering, creating album artwork, and ending up with a
completed project. So much of what we did could not have been taught; it has to be
experienced. I am grateful for the experience, grateful for the people that funded the
album and believed in us, and grateful for my director and committee for their
mentorship. I feel better equipped to enter the professional world after going through this
process.

